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Heated SBA Meeting Results in Run-OffElection 
by Jim Kennedy 
The SBA held an open meeting Thurs­
day, April 20 to decide among other 
things whether or not to hold a run-off 
election for the SBA President. A deeply 
divided SBA voted after nearly four hours 
of debate to throw out Chris Reo's 128-124 
vote lead and hold a new election be­
tween Reo and Ivan Khoury Wednesday 
and Thursday, April 26 & 27, from 10 am 
to 3 pm . 
The controversy centered on the fact 
that there were three more ballots cast 
than there were names checked off on the 
student roster. Much of the debate cen­
tered on whether this fact represented in­
nocent oversight or misconduct warrant-
ing a new election. Although many 
rumors have circulated the law school de­
scribing major discrepancies in ballot 
counts, the only evidence brought out at 
the meeting concerned the three-vote 
mismatch between the number of ballots 
and names checked off. 
During the meeting, several votes were 
taken concerning the validity of the elec­
tion. It was evident that, with a few excep­
tions, supporters of Ivan Khoury outnum­
bered supporters of Chris Reo, and were 
thus able to control some key votes. In its 
final decision, SBA declined to declare the 
election valid, and there were not enough 
votes to declare it invalid. 
After considering the evidence and ar-
guments presented in favor of holding a 
new election, the debate focused on the 
insufficiency of the evidence. Nearly half 
of the SBA members present expressed 
deep reservations about the insufficiency 
of evidence of any wrongdoing, and many 
declared that no persuasive evidence had 
been offered at all. 
A very vocal dissent argued that lacking 
any evidence of wrongdoing or serious 
error, it would be unfair to both students 
and candidates to hold a new election, 
and objections were raised to holding an 
election so close to final exams. In re­
sponse, proponents of a new election ar­
gued that if the three extra votes were 
taken away from Chris Reo 's total, he 
would have a one-vote lead, and that this 
was too close to call. The dissenters coun­
tered that there was no evidence that the 
three votes were indeed "extra," and that 
a one-vote lead would still be enough to 
declare a winner. 
During the debate the point was raised 
that if any wrongdoing was found, an en­
tirely new election with all the candidates 
would have to be held. That potentially 
major issue did not receive much atten­
tion, due to the debate's focus on 
eliminating Reo's 128-124 vote lead. 
All first and second-year students are 
urged to make a special effort to cast their 
vote for SBA president this Wednesday 
and Thursday, so that this election can be 
fairly decided. 
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FBI Recruitment On Campus Thwarted 
On Tuesday, April 18th, three FBI Spe­
cial Agents visited UB Law School with 
the intention of recruiting students. They 
never got the chance. The three agents 
were greeted by approximately 100 stu­
dent protesters who blocked access to 
room 108, which the FBI had reserved for 
recruiting purposes. The demonstration 
was organized by the National Lawyers 
Guild and the Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Al­
liance. 
Chanting "Hey Hey, Ho Ho, the FBI has 
got to go!," the demonstrators sealed off 
the room's doors at 9 a.m: with tables, 
posters, and their own bodies. They 
waved signs which read, among others, 
"Stop FBI Discrimination," "FBI Racists 
Out," "Remember CISPES - FBI Spies 
on Americans," "FBI Homophobes Go 
Homer," and "J. Edgar Hoover was a Fa­
cist Pig!" The event was covered by Chan­
nels 2 and 7, WBFO, and The Buffalo News. 
by Michael D. Gurwitz 
Features Editor 
At issue were the well-documented 
cases of FBI discrimination against His­
panic agents, allegations of discrimina­
tion against blacks, lesbi!ns and gays, 
and the FBI policy of not hiring people 
over the aJI!! of 35 and handicapped people 
Dean David Filvaroff made several at­
tempts to get past the blockade, but the 
protestors held steady. When it became 
clear that the demonstrators would not 
budge, Dean Filvaroff informed them that 
he would call security, and that this would 
likely result in their arrests. This did not 
sway the protesters but, according to 
sources who overheard the negotiations, 
the FBI asked Dean Filvaroff not to call 
security as they did not want any arrests 
to occur. And so the standoff continued. 
At 11 a.m., the FBI agents apparently 
abandoned any hopes they had of recruit­
ing that day, and announced that they 
were willing to meet with the protestors 
in the Faculty Lounge to answer ques-
Dean Filvaroff confronts students at FBI demonstration (See FBI, page 4) 
for the position of Special Agent (agents 
who carry firearms) . The demonstrators 
stated that such discriminatory behavior 
was at odds with the Law School Faculty's 
adoption of an Anti-Discrimination policy 
forbidding the use of CDO facilities and 
funds by organizati_ons which discrimi­
nate on the basis of race, sexual orienta­
tion, age, physical disabilities, and other 
factors. In February, 1989, UB President 
Steven Sample placed the Law School 
Anti-Discrimination policy in abeyance. 
LALSA Goes National 
On April 7, 1989, the Northeast Latino 
Law Student's Association held its first 
national conference at New York Univer­
sity Law School. The theme of the confer­
ence focused on "Latinos in the 1990's: 
Developing Strategies to Confront Injus­
tice." 
by Maria A. Rivera 
Business Manager 
As an ethnic group, Latinos have strug­
gled for recognition in the United States . 
In a world where the majority of issues 
are black or white, the Latino community 
continues to be an ignored silent majority. 
Latinos have continued to meet resis­
tance from political and legal institutions 
which are ignoring concerns of the com­
munity by seeking to strip it of its cultural 
and ethnic heritage through tactics such 
as " English Only " legislation . 
The goal of the Conference was to dis­
cuss and create strategies to improve the 
future status and direct ion of the Latino 
community. Topics discussed at the Con­
ference involved defining an agenda for 
Latino leadership, coalition building, and 
"English Only" legislation and its effect 
on the community. Wilfredo Caraballo, 
the First Latino Associate Dean in the 
Northeast Region, Senator Olga Mendez, 
Judge Frank Torres, and other prominent 
Latino community members were among 
:he invited guests who attended the con­
ference. 
The Latin American Law Student's As­
sociation of the State University at Buf­
falo, in continuing its tradition to improve 
the future status of Latinos, held its Sec­
ond Annual High School Outreach on 
March 11, 1989. Dean Filvaroff and Judge 
Raul Figueroa were among the guests 
who attended this successful event. 
The goal of the High School Outreach 
program is to provide high school stu­
dents with motivation and information of 
the opportunities available in society 
through higher education . This year, 
LALSA has accomplished its goal of becom­
ing a national organ ization dedicated to 
strengthening the Latino community . It 
hopes to achieve this goal by lifting the 
invisible veil of this silent majority 
through its community efforts in the Law 
school and the Buffalo Latino community . 
UB Joins Grape Boycott 
by Troy Oechsner 
The National Lawyers Guild campaign 
to support the United Farm Workers' 
Grape Boycott secured the endorsement 
of the Faculty Student Association, which 
tuns campus food services. The FSA 
voted for the grape boycott last Tuesday, 
April 11 . As a result, campus food services 
will no longer serve grapes. 
"Getting the FSA's endorsement has 
been a lot of work," said NLG member 
Nathaniel Charney, "This is a great ac­
complishment. There is no doubt that the 
FSA prefers to igno~e certain costs when 
they make their decisions. The UFW 
Grape Boycott forced the Board to con­
sider issues such as farmworker's health 
and the health of the consumers. I think 
the FSA felt unfamiliar with discussing 
things like this ." 
The FSA discussed whether taking a 
stand on the grape issue would set a pre­
cedent whereby potential harms posed by 
pesticide use on other fresh produce 
would have to be considered . "Although 
the FSA did not completely rule out con­
sidering other misuse of pesticides, there 
did appear to be a consensus that the 
grape boycott would serve as a demonst­
ration of the Un iversity 's concern over 
pesticide use generally," said Mark 
Schlecter, also a NLG member. 
The UFW Grape Boycott will last until 
the Union's three demands are met : 1) 
that five dangerous pesticides be banned 
for use; 2) that the UFW be allowed to 
hold free and fair elections and that the 
grape growers bargain in good faith ; and 
3) that a joint grower and UFW testing 
program be established to monitor pes-
ticide levels in the produce. 
Until these demands are met, the Uni­
versity will not be serving any fresh 
California table grapes in any of its 
cafeterias or catered affairs. The Univer­
sity of Buffalo has joined forces with 
many others as supporters of the grape 
boycott. 
Cesar Chavez, the President of the UFW, 
called for a similar boycott in the late 
1960's. As a result of the nationwide sup­
port for the boycott, DDT was outlawed, 
and concessions were made by the grape 
farm owners that secured greater unioniz­
ing rights for the farm workers. With the 
election of Governor Deukmejian, efforts 
for farmworkers to exercise their newly 
acquired rights to a safe and healthy 
workplace as well as protection for the 
consumer from deadly pesticides fell to 
the wayside, according to the UFW. 
"Deukmejian decided to focus more on 
the rights of the corporate farmowners 
(See GRAPES, page 4) 
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Judge Speaks Out On Learning Disabilities 
going to carry the "tag" of someone who capable of performing these functions but 
has a learning disability. Judge Gallet needs help when writing. 
spoke of a number of instances in which Being unable to read and write in a con­
people, instead of referring to him simply ventional manner, Judge Gallet experi­
as a family court judge, viewed him as enced self esteem problems throughout 
the "judge who can't read." his education. He still experiences those 
How can Judge Gallet write his opin­ feelings today. "Although I have every in­
ions and handle a very heavy caseload? dica of success ... in my heart I think 
It's really quite easy, once the environ­ you're going to see I'm a frog." Because 
ment is adjusted. Judge Gallet reads and he was not diagnosed until later in life, 
writes efficiently, but he does so diffe­ Judge Gallet suffered scorn and derision 
rently from most other people. Thus, the while in school from both peers and 
teachers. The judge related one story 
from seventh grade in which a teacher 
marked up his paper with a red pen, gave 
it an F, and then posted it on the class­
room bulletin board for a week. His usual 
depression greatly increased, and it was 
not until his father spoke to the teacher 
that the paper was taken off the bulletin 
board. 
As the story above illustrates, the real 
problem faced by those with learning dis­
abilities is not the disability itself but the 
lack of understanding exhibited by those 
who deal with the learning disabled stu­
dent. According to Professor Engel, the 
primary purpose in bringing Judge Gallet 
to the school was to increase the sensitiv­
· Judge Gallet ity and understanding of law students re­
garding learning disabilities. As with "anyjudge dictates his opinions and his secre­
form of human difference," Professortary types, spells and edits. The judge is 
Engel said, discrimination may be a re­able to work with legal concepts, as illus­
sult; thus, efforts must be made to in­trated by his career, but is unable to com­
crease awareness of the different formsmunicate these concepts in the usual 
the prejudice may take. This process of manner. The judge emphasized the dis­
sensitivity, Professor Engel admits, is nottinction between the ability to work with 
an easy thing to accomplish, but he hopesconcepts and the ability to express them 
additional speakers, continued course of­clearly. The judge would not be capable 
ferings on dealing with the law and theof being a journalist, for example, be­
learning disabled, the operation of the cause an integral aspect of a journalist's 
handicapped clinic program, and the ac­job is to spell, type and edit, all within a 
tive role of Club 504, will result in a bettershort period of time. A lawyer, however, 
understanding of learning disabilities.
needs to read, write, research and work 
with legal concepts. Judge Gallet is very (See JUDGE, page 10) 
University May Be Vulnerable 
To Pre-emptive Lawsuits 
Professor Blum attended a recent ses­ exacerbate this risk to the University be­
sion of the Student Wide Judiciary (SWJ) cause they are largely unsupervised by 
in the cases of three freshmen who were either attorneys or the law faculty and as 
jointly charged with possession of a result are prone to constitutional infir­
marijuana after a plainclothes police of­ mities. An additional incentive for the 
ficer made a warrantless entry into the families to challenge SWJ rulings will be 
dormitory room they share. provided by ambitious attorneys whose 
He identified some constitutional dif­ fees will be recoverable against the Uni­
ficulties which center around the warrant­ versity when student suits are successful. 
less search and SWJ proceeding in which This significant threat to the University 
defense counsel were not provided with is aggravated by what Professor Blum 
evidence that allegedly had been prom­ calls, "an institutionalized insensitivity to 
ised to them. Also, a series of incompe­ constitutional rights." For example, he 
tent evidentiary rulings coupled with the points to the recent SWJ proceeding 
raucous atmosphere of the courts denied against the three undergraduates, at 
counsel for the defense the opportunity which the Justices expressed their belief 
to conduct effective cross-examination. that the students were being judged by 
by Bruce Brown 
University rules, implicitly revealing their 
belief that the proceeding fell outside the 
News Editor constitutional penumbra. 
It is Professor Blum's contention that The case against the undergraduates 
the SWJ proceedings may leave the Uni­ began when a public safety officer in­
versity potentially liable for monetary itiated an investigation based on informa­
damages and attorney 's fees in federal tion that he refused to reveal. Without a 
court if students' constitutional rights are search warrant the officer apparently 
violated. knocked on the door, entered the room 
Much of the concern revolves around uninvited and pressured one of the defen­
the impact of the new Anti-Drug Abuse dants to sign a waiver of his fourth 
Amendments Act of 1988. The new law, amendment rights. 
which is of uncertain constitutionality, au­ Eventually, the students, who were not 
thorizes fines of up to $10,000 and a cutoff represented by counsel, plead guilty to 
of government-sponsored student loans reduced charges in Amherst Court. 
and aid to students anytime during a five However, Professor Blum has advised 
year period after a finding - such as an the University that they should set aside 
SWJ finding - that a student possessed the entire proceeding and confine any dis­
any amount of an illicit drug. ciplinary action to a private reprimand. 
The open-ended nature of the law He has counseled that, for the Univeristy 
greatly increases the risk of private law­ to avoid liability, it may be important that 
suits. Students and their families may dis­ there be no publicly accessible record that 
cover that it is in their best interest to either documents possession of mari­
bring pre-emptive law suits under 42 juana or imposes substantial sanctions. 
U.S.C. sec. 1983 to overturn any SWJ drug The SWJ has been the target of recent 
proceeding which arguably could violate cnt1c1sms. However, Assistant Dean 
students' constitutional rights, as a Ronald Dallmann has defended the in­
means to avoid triggering the new drug stitution by stating that he is proud to 
law and the significant threat posed by have a student judiciary at which under­
its heavy fines. graduates act as Justices and law students 
The SWJ's operating procedures are counsel. 
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"I hate the fact that you invited me here, 
not because I have abilities but because 
of my disability. I'm here today because 
I'm a kind of talking frog ... and you all 
came here to see where my warts are." 
With these introductory words, Judge 
Jeffrey Gallet, family court judge in New 
York City, spoke to law students on April 
7 of his learning disability and how it has 
affected his legal career, his education 
and his self esteem. 
Judge Gallet was invited to the law 
school by Professor David Engel, who 
chairs the Committee For Law Students 
With Special Needs, as a means of making 
law students more sensitive to the needs 
of students with learning disabilities. As 
Judge Gallet and Professor Engel pointed 
out, learning disabilities are not easily de­
fined and vary from person to person. The 
three major learning disabilities, dyslexia, 
dysgraphia, and dyscalculia, vary in man­
ifestation from person to person. 
by Ted Baecher 
Staff Writer 
Dyslexia, for example, involves diffi­
culty in reading and may manifest itself 
in one person as a reversal of letters and 
may manifest itself in another person as 
the inability to deal with blanks in a text. 
Despite their differences, all three dis-
abilities are neurological conditions and 
involve a misfiring of information from 
the brain to the eyes or the hands. 
The typical signs that a person may 
have a learning disability are spatial re­
lationship problems and large variations 
in exam scores. Dyslexia, dysgraphia and 
dyscalculia can be diagnosed, and, once 
diagnosed, the learning environment of 
.the student can be adjusted so that she 
is able to communicate her thoughts in a 
recognizable manner. The dangerous illu­
sion of society and educational institu­
tions is that learning disabled people are 
simply unable to handle the concepts and 
academic work. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. As exemplified by Judge 
Gallet and the many learning disabled 
students who remain in school, the prob­
lem is not the learning disabled student's 
inability to learn and understand but the 
failure of the school system and society 
at large to understand and work with the 
disability. 
Judge Gallet was diagnosed as dyslexic 
when he was 34, after a number of years 
as a real estate lawyer. Realizing he was 
dyslexic, Judge Gallet said, was a "mixed 
blessing." On the one hand he now under­
stood what it was that made reading and 
writing in the conventional sense difficult, 
but on the other hand he was always 
On April 8 and 9, Harvard Law School 
sponsored a conference entitled "Sexual 
Orientation and the Law" and invited 
members of the UB Family Law faculty 
and members of the Lesbian and Gay Law 
Students Association to attend. The con­
ference, which was held on the Harvard 
campus, was purported to be a forum for 
ideas to empower disenfranchised groups 
of students and to offer solutions to prob­
lems typically faced by these groups. 
The first presentation was a panel dis­
cussion dealing with opening_the class­
room environmenttofrank interaction be­
tween Straights and Gays. Three out of 
five professors on the panel were straight. 
Their solution to lesbian and gay disen­
franchisement was to attempt to make the 
classroom comfortable enough to allow 
non-straights to "come out." 
by Jim Monroe 
Staff Writer 
Immediately a UB student raised the 
question, "If gays and lesbians are afraid 
to 'come out' in an atmosphere of intoler­
ance, i.e. U.B., what makes you think 
they'll risk it simply because a professor 
makes one classroom environment com­
fortable. Ten minutes after class is over 
the student's sexual orientation will be all 
over school." 
The panel deferred the question until 
after the presentation when the U.B. stu­
dent reiterated it to one of the professors 
that had led the discussion. The panel 
member advised, "form coalitions with 
non-lesbian, non-gay student groups, get 
an anti-discrimination policy from the fac­
ulty, and get a method of enforcement." 
The student responded that all these 
things had already been done and that 
the culmination of events was the unilat­
eral revocation of the anti-discrimination 
policy by the SUNY president Steven 
Sample. The professor responded, "What 
school did you say?" 
"The University of Buffalo," the student 
replied. 
"What about some type of state legisla­
tion?" queried the professor. 
The student told him about Executive 
Order 28 and 28.1 and Steven Sample's 
decision to which the professor shook his 
head in disbelief and then said that he 
was shocked that" a supposedly educated 
University president would allow blatant 
discrimination to occur at a State Univer­
sity." 
The U.B. student felt that an atmos­
phere of homophobia was not a big prob­
lem on the Harvard campus as exempli­
fied by the panel's attitude and a discus-
Harvard Law School Hosts 
Conference on Sexual Orientation 
sion the student had during registration. 
A police officer was guarding the entrance 
to the registration area and the U.B. stu­
dent mentioned that his presence must 
indicate that Harvard anticipated some 
type of counter-demonstration to occur. 
A woman working at the event assured 
him that the police officer was only there 
to guard the registration money and that 
no anti-gay incidents were likely to occur. 
The U.B. student was amazed to heJr that 
Harvard had no equivalent to our "Inde­
pendent Journal" and no hate mail and 
hate me~sage problem. 
Even in this atmosphere of lesbian and 
gay tolerance some non-Ivy League con­
ference goers reported feeling unwel­
come. For example, the U.B. contingent 
called ahead and requested room infor­
mation and did not have their calls re­
turned by the support staff. This led to 
problems making the conference almost 
inaccessible for them. 
During the first day's events, Rob Davis 
spoke with one of the Ivy League confer­
ence goers and was asked to "name one 
famous U.B. alumni." 
Rob responded with a couple names of 
State and District Court judges and the 
Ivy Leaguer said, "phfeh," and wandered 
off after another student, who had "Stan­
ford" on his conference tag. 
Rob observed that many of the people 
attending looked like they had been 
stamped out of the same cookie cutter 
and dressed with the same Barbie and 
Ken suits and sweaters. Regardless of na­
tional origin, race, color, or creed, he felt 
that the most he had in common with any 
of them was that he was gay. 
"Merely because we share the struggle 
against gay oppression and repression, it 
does not necessarily follow that we share 
ideology, empowerment theories, the 
way we view death, or whether we work 
against or with the system," Rob claimed. 
When asked what he liked about the 
conference, Mr. Davis responded, "The 
work on wills, trusts and estates for same 
sex couples was good because the pre­
sentation included the assertion that 
homophobic and straight lawyers will be 
willing to perform these same sex prop­
erty arrangements every day of the week 
if there is a profit in it. Whether they like 
the orientation or not, most lawyers will 
have lesbian and gay clients." 
Rob added, "Looking back, I wish I'd 
gone to the March on Washington, sched­
uled that weekend, because I could have 
spent my time with 'out' political gays 
rather than 'closet' corporate gays. Better 
blatant than latent." 
. 
Soviet Refusenik Speaks on Emigration Issue 
On Tuesday, April 17, the Jewish Law our friend, and now we see he wants to 
Students Association presented Soviet betray us." 
Refusenik Yaakov Shaposhnikov, who 
ln December of 1979, several major
spoke on the problems faced by the 
events took place. First, the Soviet Union
Soviet Jewry, and the struggles he faced 
invaded Afghanistan. In response to this,
in his attempts to emigrate to this country. 
President Carter decided to indefinitely
For most of us, the idea of moving to delay ratification efforts of the SALT II 
a foreign country is something which is 
treaty. "At this point, everything
never contemplated. Stated simply, there 
stopped," stated Dr. Shaposhnikov.
is no prevalent reason why most Amer­
Nearly two years elapsed, and there
icans would even want to. Jews in the 
was no response to their original applica­
Soviet Union are not as fortunate. Indeed, 
tion. Upon petitioning the Politburo, they 
in a land where Glasnost and Perestroika 
were given no reason for the delay, and 
are allegedly making life easier, the plight 
were told simply that "you should live
of the Soviet Jew, in many ways, has wor­
here." This non-responsiveness con­
sened. 
tinued for nerarly eight years. At one 
point, Dr. Shaposhnikov stated, he wasby Andrew Culbertson 
invited for discussions with lower govern­Managing Editor 
ment officials. They asked him why he 
Dr. Shaposhnikov's (he has an MD and wanted to leave, and warned that unless 
a Ph.D.) attempts to leave the Soviet he stopped writing petitions, he would 
Union began in 1974. In what he de­ never leave the country. 
scribed as the last year of "free" emigra­ In 1987, in the wake of a more "liberal" 
tion, he and his wife applied for an exit emigration policy under Soviet leader 
visa and were told, "Sure, you will be al­ Mikhail Gorbachev, a law was passed 
lowed to leave." The actual application stating that all emigration petitions would 
not only involved a tremendous amount be processed within six months of receipt. 
of paperwork, but also entailed some This time, Dr. Shaposhnikov and his wife 
more substantial unpleasantries. One of were permitted to leave the country. 
the applications, a request that he wanted Three days before his scheduled depar­
to leave his job, was merely an official ture, Dr. Shaposhnikov received a phone 
way of saying "fire me." Since it generally call from a former employer who told him 
takes a long time for all the paperwork to that there were people who wanted to 
be processed, this means that many po­ speak with him. At the same time, he 
tential emigrants are jobless for quite realized that he was being watched by the 
awhile. Dr. Shaposhnikov claimed that he KGB (soviet police). Through a series of 
was fortunate, since he was "merely" de­ clever moves, he was able to avoid being 
moted with a cut in salary. questioned by the KGB, and he and his 
Another problem is that once you apply wife finally left. 
for an exit visa, you are considered a Reflecting on why he decided to leave 
traitor. The attitude, according to Dr. the Soviet Union, Dr. Shaposhnikov 
Shaposhnikov, was that "this person was stated that the decision was due primarily 
SBA Announces New Policies for '89-90 
The SBA and the Law School adminis­ ing" by SBA president Kimi King. The 
tration have jointly concluded that stu­ other was the more tangible conclusion 
dents posting flyers and signs will be li­ that the random posting can be destruc­
mited to designated posting areas. No tive. This conclusion was reached after 
longer will it be Law School policy to the tape holding up posters was found to 
allow posting on any available wall space. be causing the newly painted columns on 
In the future, maintenance will be in­ the first floor to peel. The Law School was 
structed to remove any posting not found then forced to re-paint them at a cost of 
in designated areas . At this time it has twenty-five dollars an hour. Dr. Marlene 
not been determined where those desig­ Cook noted that this simple measure will 
nated areas will be located. Both the SBA help to prevent the Law School from hav­
and the Administration are soliciting stu­ ing to absorb this type of expense. 
dent input as to where they should be The SBA has also decided that student 
located. groups will no longer have access to copy 
machines and will have their copyby Bruce Brown facilities limited to the more time consum­
News Editor 
ing offset machines. This is a result of the 
Two reasons were given for this deci­ overall SBA budget squeeze and the con­
sion. The first was the desire to prevent clusion that many of the groups were 
the disorderly appearance of posters burning up their resources in copying 
everywhere which was termed "disgust- costs. 
FBI 
take an individual's sexual orientation 
into "consideration ." tions. Mark Schlecter, an organizer of the 
demonstration, declared that this move 
Pressed further on the meaning ofsignalled "A complete victory for the de­
"consideration, " Langford explained thatmonstrators." 
what was really examined was the appli­
cant's potential for sexual promiscuity.These sentiments were echoed by John 
An overly lustful agent might beWiencek, a member of the Federalist So­
ciety. Wiencek expressed disappointment blackmailed or seduced into devolving 
in the Dean : "Filvaroff waffled on this," highly sensitive information to the 
he said, " and as a result, it was a total enemy. Lisa Morowitz, a member of the 
victory for the demonstrators." Another National Lawyers Guild, countered that 
counter-demonstrator, Bill Cook, stated an individual could sleep with dozens of 
that he was: "Deeply distressed that a people and not reveal anything, while 
small group of students would take it another might sleep with only one person 
upon th~mselves to arbitrarily and capri­ and yet reveal all. 
ciously deny other law students the right 
to be informed about employment oppor­ Law student Tim Jennings pointed out 
tunities with the FBI , particularly on the that he would be 35 upon graduation, and 
nebulous - but obviously trendy - questioned the FBI policy of not hiring 
issue of sexual orientation." people over 35 as special agents. 
Langford replied that Federal Law prohi­
Sexual orientation was indeed the main bited such hiring. Jennings responded
subject of concern in the question and that the law was illogical, and that an 
answer period. When asked about its hir­ as Bruce Jenner,olympic athlete such 
ing policies concerning homosexuals, the who is over 35, would likely make a 
FBI refused to give a straight answer. superior special agent over younger, less 
While Special Agent Langford denied that physically fit persons. 
the FBI had a policy of not hiring gays Regarding their policy of not hiring 
and lesbians, his colleague, Special Agent handicapped individuals as special 
Denn stated that the FBI may occasionaly agents, Langford said that since the job 
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to "the minor things that poison your icy of "openness concerning the prob­
life." For example, Jews are barred access lems and short-comings of Soviet soci­
to many of the top universities, and their ety." According to him, one of the sup­
membership within the Communist Party posed effects of Glasnost is the increased 
is strictly controlled (by a·quota system). right to freedom of expression. However, 
Dr. Shaposhnikov noted that he had once he stated that this policy is only applied 
been offered a spot in the Party, but that to speech that is unimportant. In other 
he had declined. As he put it, "They words, speech that criticizes the govern­
wanted to make me into a poster boy, to ment is still not tolerated. One thing that 
show that there were Jews in the Com­ Glasnost has managed to promote, how­
munist Party." ever, is more vocal anti-Semitism 
Although anti-Semitism is officially for­ throughout the country. 
bidden in the Soviet Union, it is still widely Dr. Shaposhnikov's assessment of the 
practiced. In the Republic of Moldavia, future of the Soviet Union was not en­
where the pogroms (the mass killing of couraging. "As long as Gorbachev needs 
Jews) of the early 1900s took place, Jews outside help, he will make it seem like 
are afraid to go out in public on Fridays things are changing. In reality, the type 
and Saturdays. of change the Western media has pro­
Dr. Shaposhnikov was particularly crit­ jected is impossible, at least in the 
ical of Glasnost, Gorbachev's official pol- foreseeable future." 
Great American Meat Out Comes To UB 
On Monday, March 20th, members of 'health' or 'ethical' reasons but a practice 
the Law Students for Animal Rights - UB of non-violence and compassion that 
Chapter (LSAR) and the Buffalo Environ­ spills over into all areas of one's life." 
mental Law Society (BELS) celebrated the In general, response was quite good, 
"Great American Meatout," an event in as hundreds of informative brochures 
which groups nationwide urged Amer­ were handed out. Many of the students 
icans to kick the meat habit for a day. who came up to the tables professed to 
The "Great American Meatout," model­ being either vegetarians, or omnivores 
led after the American Cancer Society's who ate very little meat. The most en­
"Great American Smokeout" is coordi­ couraging response, in this writer's opin­
nated by the Farm Animal Reform Move­ ion, was that practically everyone, even 
ment (FARM), a national animal rights those who totally dismissed veg­
group. Since 1985, animal rights and en­ etarianism, admitted that they had elimi­
vironmental groups around the country nated, or drastically reduced, their con­
have held demonstrations and various sumption of red meat. 
other events to promote vegetarianism Aside from obvious benefits to the 
and protest the killing of animals and de­ cows who are not killed for their flesh, a 
struction of natural resources which are reduction in the consumption of red meat 
the result of a meat-based diet. reflects American's growing sophistica­
tion regarding the relationship between
by Michael D. Gurwitz a meat-based diet and cardiovascular dis­
Features Editor ease and cancer. The recent boycott by 
the European Economic Community ofTo celebrate the 1989 Meatout, LSAR, 
hormone-treated American beef high­along with the undergraduate UB Animal 
lights this awareness.Rights Group, set up display tables across 
It is also a boon to the environment.from the law school library. One table was 
Millions of acres of forest and prairie land devoted to selling vegan (strictly vegeta­
are converted into pasture for cattle. Asrian) cookies, and the other to literature 
concern increases over the Greenhouseregarding vegetarianism, factory farm­
Effect and Ozone depletion, ecologists are ing, and the health effects of meat. A 
arguing that forests, especially rain­video was also shown that documented 
forests, are crucial in regulating the plan­the abuse of egg-laying hens. The term 
et's temperature. Cattle ranching is there­"Farm Fresh Eggs" was proven to be 
fore a menace to all life on the planet. thoroughly misleading, as today's mod­
Wildlife also benefit from decreasedern eggs were shown to come from filthy 
beef consumption and production. Pre­factories where four to five chickens are 
dators such as wolves, coyotes, bears,crammed into battery cages the size of 
and mountain lions are constantly beingthis newspaper when unfolded. 
shot or poisoned by ranchers, and, as theLoretta Smith, a first-year student who 
recent slaughter of bison from Yel­participated in the event, explained her 
lowstone National Park demonstrates,participation in this way: "I participated 
other animals suffer as the cattlemen and in the Great American Meatout to share 
their herds encroach upon the little thatwith anyone who was interested that veg­
remains of America's wilderness.etarianism is not just a diet done for 
(See MEA TOUT, page 10) 
· • • - • - .. .. . from page 1 
of a special agent is extremely dangerous, up to the individual agent, obviously mis­
it would be unwise to hire a physically sing the point of Davis' challenge. 
disabled individual. Langford pointed out 
that there were many other positions Kim Propeack, a member of the 
open to handicapped applicants, such as Women's Center and an organizer of the 
attorneys and support staff. demonstration, summed up_ the day's 
events in this way : "Administrators ap­Though the FBI agents flatly refuted 
parently felt that they could overturnthat there was an official policy of dis­
popular opinion on campus by sending 
monstrators were not satisfied. Rob the FBI, a discriminatory agency, to recruit 
Davis, President of the Gay and Lesbian in the law school. Students, through this 
Student Organization, pointed out that if demonstration, have indicated that they 
the issue of sexual promiscuity was can effectively control their environment 
aimed at homosexuals, it would be wise despite administrative rulings and ac­
to re-examine that question in light of last 
crimination against homosexuals, the de­
tions." 
year's scandal involving highly unau­
thorized lust between male U.S. Marines Grapes . . . . from page I 
and female Soviets agents. 
Davis went on to say that even if there rather than the health and safety of the 
was no official FBI policy against the hir­ farmworkers," said Mark Schlecter. 
ing of homosexuals, there was enough "The FSA's support of the grape 
unofficial intolerance for gays that he boycott was based primarily on its con­
would hesitate to state his true sexuality cern for the health of its consumers, the 
on an application for fear of being re­ University students. Nonetheless, the im­
jected. Citing the blatantly anti-gay, racist plication of its support is that we are re­
tendencies of former FBI Director J. Edgar kindling the spirit of the first boycott, and 
Hoover, Davis said that undoubtedly advocating a conscious effort to under­
many gay agents remained closeted. He stand what the use of these pesticides is 
challenged Langford to bring an openly doing to ourselves and the people who 
gay agent to the next recruiting effort. are actually working with it," commented 
Langford replied that that decision was Nathaniel Charney. 
LawStudents Participate in Pro Choice March 
by Judith Buckley 
On April 8, 1989, two buses from the 
University of Buffalo Law School de­
parted the Amherst Campus en route to 
Washington, D.C. to be among 600,000 
participants who thronged the Capital in 
support of Women's Equality and 
Women's Lives. 
The UB buses were sponsored by the 
Association of Law Students and co-spon­
sored by the undergrad S.A. Women's Af­
fairs . The April 9 march itself was or­
ganized nationally by the National Or­
ganization for Women (NOW), and had 
as its primary focus the support of a 
woman's right to choose for herself 
whether to carry her pregnancy to term 
or to end it early by having an abortion . 
The timing of this march was crucial, 
as it preceded the Supreme Court's April 
26 consideration of Reproductive Health 
Services v. Webster, a case involving a 
Missouri statute that curtails a woman's 
decision over her reproductive capacity. 
The statute restricts abortion by 1) defin­
ing life as beginning at conception, 2) pro­
hibiting abortions at public facilities or by 
public employees, 3) prohibiting the use 
of public funds to counsel a woman to 
have an abortion, and 4) requiring specific 
tests and findings concerning fetal inabil­
ity for all the abortions after 19 weeks ges­
tation. It was to demonstrate the over­
whelming support of the American 
people for a woman's right to choose 
abortion, and to show that this majority 
opposes any narrowing of that right as 
threatened in Webster, that over half-a­
million people marched on Washington. 
Efforts here at UB to send a contingent 
to the rally began in early March, with a 
Pro-Choice table set up outside the Law 
Library with informational literature and 
petitions supporting choice. The Associa­
tion of Women Law Students sold but­
tons, flowers, baked goods, and, of 
course, bus tickets at $20.00 each to raise 
money to fund the buses. All told, AWLS 
raised about $2400 to make the trip pos­
sible. 
On Saturday night, on the eve of the 
march, UB participants gathered in Capen 
lobby to make posters and banners to 
carry at the demonstration. Slogans in­
cluded "Be a voice for choice," "Keep 
your laws off my body," "No more back 
alley abortions!" and a coat hanger with 
Judith Buckley. student organizer of the Law 
School trip to Washington . 
a red slash through it asserting "Never 
again!" The banner read "University Buf­
fa I for Pro Choice: We Are the Majority." 
At 11 p.m. the buses loaded 90 people 
aboard and departed. 
We were greeted in Washington by a 
partially sunny day and cherry blossoms 
just past their peak, but the crowd was at 
the highest pitch of excitement. 
We gathered at 11 a.m. on the lawn 
around the Washington monument, and 
stepped off into the thoroughfares by 1 
p.m. People as far as the eye could see 
streamed into the streets, bearing ban­
ners proclaiming "Not the Church, Not 
the State, Women Must Decide Their 
Fate!" "Big Brother is Watching You!" 
under a picture of Uncle Sam. "My God 
says the Woman's Life Comes First." One 
of the most moving testimonies was a 
banner born by two young girls : "MY 
MOTHER HAD AN ILLEGAL ABORTION. I 
DON'T MISS THE BABY - I MISS MY 
MOTHER." The chant arose - "What Do 
You Want- PRO-CHOICE! When Do You 
Want It- NOW!" and swelled as we ap­
proached Constitution Avenue. "Christ­
ians for Choice." Up 14th Street. "A 
Woman's Body is Not a National Re­
source." At the crossroads of 14th Street 
and Constitution, a young woman scur­
ried up the street sign with her banner 
"Roe v. Wade, Must Not Fade," and led 
the crowd in chanting that slogan as we 
paused at the crossroads of our Constitu­
tional rights to privacy. "Mind Your Own 
Body. I'll Mind Mine." Down Constitution 
Avenue. "Keep Your Laws Off My Body." 
Pause in front of the Department of Jus­
tice. "Sandra Day, She's the One, She'll 
Say 'No' for Everyone." Onward to the 
Capitol. "Mind Your Own Uterus." "Not 
Every Ejaculation Deserves a Name!" 
Another chant arose - "Pro Life, your 
name's a lie, You don't care if women 
die!" "Mormons for Choice." A Child in 
a backpack with a sign saying "I Was Born 
Happy, Healthy, and Wanted. Doesn't 
Every Baby Deserve the Same?" On the 
lawn surrounding the capitol building . 
"Menopausal Women, Nostalgic for 
Choice." "Ayatollah and Pro-Lifers Bomb 
Their Opponents." "Who Decides - You 
or Them?" Collapse, exhausted, at the 
foot of the miniature Statue of Liberty, 
hostess to the banner "With Liberty and 
Justice for All." 
Not far away, on capitol grounds, anti­
choice demonstrators had erected 4,400 
white crosses (and hurriedly added some 
Stars of David) supposed to represent the 
number of fetuses who die each day in 
the U.S. as a result of abortion. Pro-Choice 
demonstrators gave it a new interpreta­
tion - the symbols represent the esti­
mated 17,000 women who each year, be­
fore Roe v. Wade, died as a result of illegal 
abortion. Hundreds carried hangers as a 
symbol of their fears that a narrowing of 
Roe v. Wade would mean a return to il­
legal and dangerous abortions for desper­
atf) women . 
From where we stood, caught between 
the pro-choice marchers on one side and 
the anti-choice demonstrators on the 
other, we witnessed the confronation at 
its rawest. Anti-choicers, some dressed 
ridiculously in baby bonnets, were 
screaming about murdered babies, while 
on the other side, women and some men · 
screamed back about murdered and muti-
lated women. Religion entered the fray, 
as the anti-choicers raised their Bibles and 
uttered their prayers, while their oppo­
nents retorted that religious views should 
not be forced on anyone, or that there 
was no such thing as God. 
From the steps of the Capitol, Molly 
Yard, President of NOW, addressed the 
crowd: "It's time for Congress to under­
stand that we are the majority.'' The Rev­
erend Jesse Jackson appeared and spoke 
in support of a woman's moral right to 
choose. Congressperson Pat Schroeder, 
in a stab at the Vice President, joked: "Dan 
Quayle thinks Roe and Wade are alternate 
methods to cross the Potomac," Cybill 
Shepherd took the stage in support of 
choice. Eleanor Smeal, President of the 
Fund for the Feminist Majority, declared: 
"We're not killing babies, we're not killing 
anyone ... We're saving women's lives." 
Judy Collins sang "Bread and Roses" 
and invited the audience to sing with her, 
"Amazing Grace," which brought tears to 
many eyes. Whoopi Goldberg, stated that 
"Hangers as an alternative are wrong," 
and declared that if the Supreme Court 
overrules Roe there will be a revolution 
across the land that will tear down this 
government. She then led the crowd in 
what can only be described as a roar that 
rang the capital, "NEVER AGAIN!!!" 
About 4:30 p.m. the crowd began to 
disperse. Delegations from Kentucky, 
Missouri, and Ohio began to leave. There 
were participants who traveled on buses 
from as far away as Maine and Alaska 
(they were probably in D.C. anyway, pro­
testing Exxon). Secret Service people and 
plain clothes police were everywhere, but 
even by the end of the day only minor 
skirmishes had broken out between pro­
choice activists and counter de­
monstrators. 
UB buses were scheduled to depart at 
7:30, and the tired yet fulfilled Buffalo­
nians came back to the parking lot sporad­
ically. We were female and male, UB law 
students, undergraduates, Women's 
Studies students and staff members. We 
had a twelve-year old and even a two-year 
old toddler-for-choice. We finally left D.C. 
around 8 p.m., but not before drivers Fran 
and Bill donned buttons and tee shirts for 
choice. On the return trip, organizers 
passed out post cards for people to write 
their New York State representatives to 
asking them to support Medicaid-funded 
abortion, orto write in protestto U.S. Rep­
resentative John J. LaFalce, who is head­
ing a group of House Democrats who 
want the party to scrap its pro-choice plat­
form plank. 
Arrival in Buffalo was at 6:30 a.m. Mon­
day, with snow and cold winds chilling'" 
us back to routine reality. 
Now that the dust has settled on the 
anxiety and preparation for this success­
ful trip, I would personally like to thank 
every student group who contributed 
funds, every participant, every buyer of 
buttons or flowers, and especially each 
and every student who contributed time 
and energy to sitting at the Pro-Choice 
table for making this momentous political 
experience possible. 
Phi Delta Phi To Sponsor Race Judicata 
by Jim Rivard 
On Wednesday, April 26 at 4 PM, 1.5 
mile and 3.0 mile races will be held on 
campus for all law students. In addition, 
all students, faculty and staff are encour­
aged to cheer on their favorites and take 
part in the festivities. Refreshments and 
munchies will be provided by Phi Delta 
Phi from 3:30 to 5 PM in the first floor 
lounge. 
This will be an opportunity to establish 
school spirit and build rapport among our 
diverse membership. Awards will be pre­
sented at the conclusion of the races in 
various categories and race T-shirts will 
be available to those interested. Sign-ups 
will be conducted during the next week 
and students may indicate if they would 
like a shirt. 
The race is an annual event here with 
good participation among the runners 
here in the law school. The sponsor, Phi 
Delta Phi International Legal Fraternity is 
an honors society dedicated to promoting 
high ethical standards within the legal 
profession. Phi Delta Phi was established 
nine years before the American Bar As­
sociation, in 1869 and has over 150 chap­
ters. 
Membership, following the Buffalo 
Model, is open to all students regardless 
of class ranking . 
Come out and run, or just take a 
breather, next Wednesday from 3:30 to 5 
PM at the first floor lounge. Carl Neider­
meyer and other members of the frater­




CLASSES OF 1990 AND 1991: 
To compete for a place on UB's Jessup 
International Moot Court Team you must 
arrange to receive the research materials 
($12) and intramural problem for the 
Memorial (international term for "brief") 
Preparation in August. 
Memorials and oral arguments will be 
judged in early September - so tell us 
before you leave for the summer where 
we should mail your materials in July. 
Respond to Box #47. 
Don't miss out on this world-class op­
portunity! 
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Spending A Life in the Law 
As lawyers, you will be the objects of admiration and cynicism. The 
legal profession today offers ample justification for both. One thing is 
clear: it needs the best you can give it. Those to whom being a lawyer 
is just the means to personal wealth and power may gain both, but they 
will miss many of the satisfactions the profession offers. 
Think about yourselves as lawyers in three different, but closely re­
lated, roles . 
First, you will represent people with difficulties and fears that over­
whelm them and who will turn to you for help in making their way 
through a maze of rules and institutions. For the poor, this means con ­
fronting the landlord who will not provide heat or remove lead paint, 
the local welfare office that has cut off benefits or a social service agency 
that threatens to remove a child from a parent who lacks the knowledge 
or strength to fight back. Even for those who can pay a fee, the events 
that call for a lawyer are often intimidating - a nasty lawsuit, the poten ­
tial loss of one's business, a marital breakup or trouble with a govern­
ment agency. Whether you are in private practice, government or a legal 
office, you will have the special responsibility of dealing with people 
when they are most vulnerable, and will enjoy the special satisfaction 
that comes from providing help when it is most needed. 
Second, as a lawyer you can be an adventurer, or joint venturer with 
others, in seeking needed changes in laws, legal processes, the legal 
profession - and in society. Almost every major public issue involves 
law, and some of your predecessors have played heroic roles ir\ such 
quests as those for racial equality, for arms control, for children's rights, 
for environmental protection and for international human rights. None 
of those issues are behind us. 
Within the legal system, your generation must deal with courts that 
are increasingly overwhelmed by caseloads and with the need, as a 
matter of simple fairness, to provide legal assistance to the poor. And 
the legal profession itself is undergoing fundamental changes as large 
law firms get larger, the competition for legal business gets fiercer and 
pressure increases to find alternatives to litigation for resolving disputes. 
Third, think of yourselves as intellectuals who bring creative abilities 
and imagination to the solution of difficult problems. One of the great 
pleasures of being a lawyer is seeing hard thinking translated into the 
results you are seeking for your clients. Whether you are planning a 
complex corporate merger, writing a brief for an appellate court or 
seeking to persuade a judge to place a convicted defendant on probation, 
you should bring to the task all the intellectual power and craftsmanship 
of which you are capable. 
I hope your life in the law will enable you to see yourselves as respected 
and independent professionals. During the current controversy about 
whether a lawyer must divulge a client's commission, or planned com­
mission, of a crime, it is often asked whether a lawyer is just a "hired 
gun." That expresses the issue too narrowly. 
What is really at stake is your integrity. You will have to develop your 
own standards of what you will and will not do, and be ready to be 
judged by them. Some of the issues will be agonizingly difficult. In 
particular cases, you may find the interests of a client conflict with your 
view of the public interest or your sense of justice. More broadly, you 
will have to decide to what you are willing to devote your talents. 
Whether you are working in private practice or public service, in small 
or large offices, you will share responsibility for the processes of justice 
that are a measure of the decency of a society. It is only fair that you 
carry this responsibility. If lawyers who build their lilvelihoods on those 
processes are not morally obliged to serve as their guardians, then who 
does have that obligation? 
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The Opinion Mailbox: 
Albert Attacks Faculty Statement 
Opponent's "Battle Field Mentality" 
Dear Editor, 
Long experience persuades me that it 
is not profitable to argue or reason with 
Professor Barry . Indeed the attempt poses 
hazards, inaccurate attribution being one 
of them . During Barry's unscheduled, un­
invited and exasperating visit to my office 
recently (his assertion of 13 months of 
prodd ing is an uncharacteristic under­
statement). I did not say anything very 
similar to what he recollects in his letter. 
Instead I informed him that the task was 
complicated and asked for patience. But 
the task for Professor Barry is very sim­
ple - repudiation of the "infamous para­
graph " - and patience obviously is in ex­




Since the editors of the " Independent 
Journal " hid behind anonymity like a 
scared child hides behind his mommy, I 
am forced to respond to them indirectly 
through The Opinion. 
Public anti -gay rhetoric usually belies a 
troubled sexual history . Check your facts . 
Just as being married doesn 't mean being 
straight, just saying you hate gays doesn 't 
mean that you ' re straight. 
History is full of self-loathing homosex­
uals. Roy Cohn bashed gays publicly and 
denied his sexuality right until his death 
from AIDS. Terry Dolan the founder of the 
first political action committee, NCPAC, 
fought against gay rights until the day he 
died from AIDS . These people weren't 
hemophiliacs or intervenous drug users, 
these people were gay. 
So was at least one of the editors of the 
"Independent Journal." Alexander 
Hamilton had many male lovers and 
wrote l numerous love letters to men. So 
much for original intent. 
Rob Davis, GLSO 
What is truly troubling in Barry's letter, 
however, is his preferred role as leader 
of the true believers in a holy war against 
the law faculty's modest effort to prevent 
the law school from being a place of in­
sult, humiliation, and indignity associated 
with racism , sexism, and their kin. Barry's 
vision of this effort (what he joins in call­
ing a "dirty, little secret") as unmitigated 
evil and of the university as a sacred 
haven for verbal assaults is scary. That 
his clarion call to arms is replete with stri­
dent, rhetoric, messianic fervor, ad homi­
nem accusation (imposing economic and 
social orthodoxy is the law faculty's real 
purpose) and ranging misinterpretation 
should terrify all of us. Ironically (and re­
grettably), his norms are not those of a 
university, but of a battlefield . 
Sincerely, 
Lee Albert 




I am writing this to invite the Law 
School community to participate in an 
event which is unusual for our school. On 
Wednesday April 26, 1989 at 5:00 pm in 
Room 106, Professor Alan Freeman, U.B. 
Law School, will debate Professor Jeremy 
Rabkin, Cornell School of Government, 
on the Critical Legal Studies analysis of 
the Public-Private distinction in our soci­
ety. At this school we frequently hear Crit­
ical Legal Studies discussed, however, we 
rarely hear an opposing viewpoint and 
even more rarely a debate on the topic. I 
urge everyone to participate in this event, 
which is sponsored by the Federalist So­
ciety. Dean Filvaroff will moderate and a 
reception will follow. 
Yours truly, 
James H. Hayden 
Students Speak Out Against 
FBI Discrimination Policy 
Dear Editor. 
On Tuesday, April 18th, the FBI was 
scheduled to recruit at the UB Campus in 
O'Brian Hall under the auspices of the Law 
School Career Development Office (CDO) . 
One hundred students, both under­
graduate and graduate, showed up a half­
hour before the scheduled presentation 
and blocked the doors to the room . In­
deed, two hours later Dean Filvaroff an­
nounced that the FBI had given up their 
plan to recruit. The protest moved up to 
the fifth floor, where there was a dialogue 
between concerned students and the FBI 
about the FBl's hiring practices. 
The successful action in front of room 
108 O'Brian was not an action against the 
military nor was it an action against the 
!;=Bl. IT WAS AN ACTION AGAINST DIS­
CRIMINATION. A Federal District Court 
Judge in Texas, in September of 1988, 
determined that the FBI discriminates 
against people of Hispanic origin in their 
personnel practices. In_addition, the FBI 
discriminates against gays and lesbians 
in their hiring practices. 
This is not a free speech issue. The FBI 
or any other discriminatory agency or law 
firm may speak on campus, they may try 
to justify their practices or they may de­
bate us on the merits of their policies. The 
key is that they may not do it with our 
money. OUR MONEY. The issue is not 
free speech. No one is stopping anyone 
from speaking . The issue is the use of 
University Community money to promote 
discriminatory hiring practices. This we 
will not tolerate. 
For the vast majority of the population 
at the University, discrimination is some-
thing we will never have to deal with . 
BUT, for some of our fellow students, 
members of OUR COMMUNITY, discrimi­
nation is somehting they live with every 
day. 
It is appalling that the University would 
allow the CDO to use student's tuition 
money, our money, the communities 
money, to promote practices that dis­
criminate against members of our com­
munity. By having the FBI recruit in 
O'Brian, sponsored by the CDO, we are 
funding discrimination against ourselves. 
It is an atrocious thought. Luckily, we or­
ganized and successfully kept that from 
happening. THIS TIME. 
The struggle will not end with this suc­
cessful action. The struggle for anti-dis­
crimination will never end. But, that does 
not mean that we won't continue to fight 
for change in our University, to reflect the 
attitude of the community it serves, 
thereby, hoping to effect change in the 
greater community around us. The action 
that stalled the racist and discriminatory 
hiring practices of the FBI should serve 
as a rerninder of the work that needs to 
be done. 
It is up to us to compell the University 
as a whole, and in particular President 
Sample, to adopt an anti-discrimination 
policy that protects our community. We 
will not tolerate discrimination against 
any members off our community. ANY 
MEMBERS. Discrimination against a 
single member of our community is dis­




More From The Opinion Mailbox... Registration Flawed 
Dear Editor,Students Demand Dean Filvaroff's Resignation 
Last week 's sudden release of next fall'sDear Dean Filvaroff : 
We, the undersigned law students, 
watched with dismay the events sur­
rounding the FBI recruitment session on 
April 18, 1989. We watched a radical 
group of student demonstrators physi­
cally block the entrance to the room 
where the recruitment was to take place. 
These demonstrators crooned incanta­
tions about the alleged discriminatory 
policies of the FBI all the while citing pro­
visions of the ill -fated Faculty (Marcus) 
Resolution amending the law school's 
anti -discrimination policy. Although we 
fully support these demonstrators' free­
dom of speech , we are outraged by your 
actions (or lack thereof) in what amounts 
to a de facto re-enforcement of the same 
ukase which President Sample declared 
" inconsistent" with University recruit ­
ment policy. As dean and agent of the 
University, you have the duty to enforce 
and, indeed , promote the University re­
cruitment policy ; rather, you permitted 
this group of demonstrators to hold the 
law student body hostage to their in­
terpretation of University policy and dic­
tate the terms on which the FBI may re­
cruit at the law school. In addition , after 
having successfully petitioned the Presi­
dent on just this issue, we fail to under­
stand why you see fit to disregard the 
President's order. 
Further, this incident was but a culmina ­
tion of a series of prior events which illus-
trate your insensitivity to other view­
points within the student body. Specifi ­
cally, we note your actions in the JAG 
fiasco and the still in-effect Faculty State­
ment on Tolerance. 
Finally, given your demonstrated insen­
sitivity and witting disregard of University 
policy, we believe there is no other re­
course. Therefore, we hereby demand 
your resignation forthwith and thus urge 
President Sample to appoint a competent 
administrator who will enforce University 
policy. 
Sincerely, 
John S. Wiencek 
Daniel P. Majchrzak 
academic schedule was flawed in two re­
spects. First, the "First come first served" 
nature of registration makes it difficult to 
take the time to properly investigate 
classes and professors, adding an unnec­
cesary element of randomness to the pro­
cess . We should have had the schedule 
at least a day or two before registration . 
Second, the timing of the registration 
showed a distinct lack of sensitivity to 
Jewish law students. I'm sure that my 
friend who went home for Passover is 
going to be disappointed to find that he 
is now last in line for classes next semes­
ter. I doubt that he expected more bitter 
herbs from records and registration . 
Bruce Brown 
Exiting Editor-in-Chief Bids UB Farewell 
It has been an exciting and challenging 
three years working with the staff and 
board members of The Opinion. Working 
with a media enterprise such as a news­
paper, the only private enterprise w ith 
specific constitutional protections, is a job 
that calls for a deep understanding of the 
role of the media in our community and 
society in general. Be it by publishing 
newsbreaking stories or exposure to an 
organization 's event, provid ing a forum 
for opinions or raising the consciousness 
of our readership via analysis of legal is­
sues, I hope that The Opinion d id its best 
in balancing viewpoints in these and 
other endeavors. 
This past year we were able to take The 
Opinion to a national level. It is my belief 
that our exposure on this level is in unison 
with the national reputation of our law 
school. The Opinion is mailed and sub­
scribed to by numerous law firms and 
practitioners who want to know what law 
students at UB are thinking about. It is 
also mailed to numerous law schools 
from New York to California on an ex­
change basis. This exchange has pro­
vided our law student body and faculty 
with the awareness of occurrences at 
other schools that may aid in the develop­
ment or promotion of our own policies or 
agenda . Thus, we presented the "Across 
The Nation" column to the UB legal com­
munity. 
Daniel /barrondo Cruz, exiting Editor-in-Chief 
In the past, The Opinion has been in­
strumental in saving the Immigration Law 
clinic and providing insight, via our law 
school student newspaper exchange 
program, on the development of our fac­
ulty statement and numerous other items 
of concern . It has also been instrumental 
in the hiring of minority and women law 
professors . I hope that The Opinion con­
tinues to be used by the entire student 
body as a forum to advocate other pro­
grams and concerns, such as the estab­
lishment of an Environmental Law clin ic. 
The goal that I have set for The Opinion 
this past year called for the publication of 
articles containing analysis of contempo­
rary legal trends and cases . Be it by sub­
stantive legal analysis as in the case of 
Runyon v. Mccrary or Roe v. Wade or in 
broader and creative legal issues such as 
the JAG Corps issue, it was our policy 
and priority to publish articles with group 
ramifications over those of personal con­
cern. This was a vast departure from pre­
vious administrative policies concerning 
publication of articles. It is my belief that 
as law students we should spend the time 
to report, write and publish legal analysis 
of issues and utilize the tools of our pro­
fession while in law school. This policy 
was not easily taken by some law student 
organizations that in the past had regular 
columns on their groups' activities or 
their leac;lf:)rs' c_oncerns. The law student 
newspaper should not be a vehicle to 
serve the interests of a particular group 
or groups. In the end, all law student or­
ganizations were given exposure and the 
opportunity to air their viewpoints. 
The feedback that the law students and 
faculty prov ided on each of our bi -weekly 
issues was extremely useful. I believe we 
have set a standard for The Opinion and 
that this standard reflects the abundant 
amount of knowledge, viewpoints and ex­
change of ideas that permeate through 
the wal ls of O'Brian Hall. 
Clearly, the high goals that were set 
could not have been started and im­
plemented without the help of Donna 
Crumlish , Andrew Culbertson, Maria Riv­
era , Alexei Schacht, Damon Serota, Jeff 
Markello, staff writers, and numerous 
contributors. I would also like to take this 
opportunity to thank Mary Jo and Wayne 
from Words & Graphics, our printers, for 
their patience and ability to work with a 
group of high stress law students. 
Serving UB Law School as Editor-in­
Chief of The Opinion has been a wonder­
ful experience. The opportunity to ex­
press my love for research , reporting and 
writing via The Opinion has made my law 
school education a rewarding one. I hope 
our readership has enjoyed my editorials 
on legal trends, the profession and the 
roles of lawyers in our society. I congratu­
late the graduating Class of 1989 and 
hope you enjoy my last editorial in this 
issue of The Opinion. 
The Abortion Struggle: Keep It Safe, Keep It Legal 
"Not the Church, Not the State, Women 
Must Decide Their Fate." Today the Su­
preme Court will review Webster v. Re­
productive Health Services, a case which 
involves severe limitations on a woman's 
access to safe and legal abortions. This 
represents the first significant potential 
challenge to a woman 's right to a legal 
abortion since the 1973 decision of Roe 
v. Wade. The Reagan-packed Court must 
not be allowed to steal one inch of this 
fundamental right of privacy. 
A woman must have the right to control 
her own body. No one, not President 
Bush, not William Rehnquist, not Jerry 
Falwell, and not Terry Randall, no one can 
force a woman to endure nine months of 
pregnancy and bear a child if she chooses 
not to . 
by Michael D. Gurwitz 
Features Editor 
I have been a pro-choice escort and I 
marched in Washington on April 9th. I 
have seen the anti-abortion forces, and 
one thing which I encountered time and 
time again is that it is men who are the 
leaders, men who are the loudest, and 
men who will impose their physical bulk 
on women trying to get into clinics . These 
men will never get pregnant, yet they seek 
to force pregnancy on others. A man has 
exactly two justifiable options regarding 
abortion . He can keep his opinions to him­
self, or he can join pro-choice women in 
keeping their rights intact. Anything else 
is just another example of male domina­
tion, and this world has had more than 
enough of that. 
Lest we smirk at the notion that the anti­
abortion movement represents an attack 
on women 's equal rights, consider the fol­
lowing: as a result of the push for " fetal 
rights, " women are being forced to un­
dergo caesarian sections, even when it is 
not necessary, and even when the women 
state in no uncertain terms that no, they 
do not want to be cut open. In one case 
in Chicago in 1984, a hospitalized woman 
refused to consent to a caesarian section . 
Her husband was forcibly removed from 
the hospital, and the woman was literally 
tied down to a bed. The surgery was per­
formed against her will. This obscenity 
was done in the name of the fetus' rights . 
What about the woman's rights!? 
In another- case, a fifteen year-old girl 
who became pregnant after being gang 
raped was denied public funds for an 
abortion. Again, the- vatue of a woman's 
life was made subservient to the value of 
the fetus within her body. This country 
gives millions to Nicaraguans so that they 
can kill other Nicaraguans. Billions are 
wasted on nuclear weapons which can 
never be used, while our fellow citizens 
die in the streets for lack of affordable 
housing (What are the nuclear weapons 
for, to protect citizens' rights to starve or 
freeze to death?) . We will spend billions 
of dollars on death and destruction, and 
yet we are unwilling to give $500 to a 
teenage girl so that she can abort the 
product of a gang-rape. This is not Pro­
Life. This is President Reagan , and Presi­
dent Bush, and Phyllis Schlafly, and Jesse 
Helms. This is their philosophy. This is 
Pro-Death . 
It is understandable that some people, 
especially the religious, view abortion as 
murder. It is undeniable that a life is being 
terminated. For those who believe that 
this life represents a baby, abortion is a 
holocaust which they have no choice but 
to oppose. I sympathize with them, and 
it pains me to see them in spiritual pain . 
But their religion, their morality, cannot 
be imposed on the rest of us. We are not 
all Christians, we are not all Jews, we are 
not all Muslims. Many of us are atheists. 
Our constitution is explicit in its separa­
tion of church and state. One need look 
no further than Iran to see what happens 
when that division is destroyed. 
Yet there are those in government who 
would transform America into a theoc­
racy. These villains, currently extreme 
right wing members of the Republican 
party, seek to introduce a bill which would 
proclaim the United States a Christian na­
tion, subject to the absolute law of the 
bible. This in itself is cause for concern, 
but it becomes extremely disturbing 
when a Supreme Court justice, namely 
Sandra Day O'Connor, signs a letter en­
dorsing such a bill. It is obvious that Ms. 
O'Connor has much to learn about the 
Constitution. Perhaps she should go back 
to law school to remedy her grave ignor­
ance of the law. 
Conventional wisdom has it that O'Con­
nor could be the swing vote should the 
Court review Roe. Could be? Much better 
to keep eyes on Antonin Scalia. He recent­
ly spoke out against President Bush­
Reagan 's insane program of mandatory 
drug testing. If he can actually maintain 
such an altitude above the sleaze from 
whence he was appointed , Scalia might 
prove to be a hero in the upcoming Webster 
decision. But if I was a woman, I wouldn't 
bet my life on it. 
With a hostile Administration, and a re­
gressive Supreme Court, women and 
men who believe in freedom of choice 
must take active roles in fighting the anti ­
abortion forces, particularly Project Res­
cue. A pregnant woman should not have 
to run a gauntlet of screaming, praying 
religious fanatics to gain access to safe 
medical care. The aggressiveness with 
which Project Rescue besieges clinics 
should be matched, no, surpassed, by 
pro-choice activists. What is at stake, and 
what is at odds with Project Rescue's ban ­
ner of "Pro-Life, " are the lives of millions 
of women who have abortions every year 
in this country. 
Outlaw safe and legal abortions, and 
you will guarantee thousands of dead and 
mutilated women . This cannot be ig­
nored. The coat hanger, a symbol of abor­
tion rights advocates, was truly once used 
by women desperate to end their preg­
nancies. Project Rescue's photos of 
bloody fetuses, while disturbing, are no­
thing compared to police photo!!Jraphs of 
dead, nude women with blood dripping 
out of their crotches. That is the true 
agenda of Project Rescue. 
If the Supreme Court chooses to rape 
women of the right to control their owr 
bodies, then the Supreme Court b€ 
damned. Too many women and men 
have fought for abortion rights . Too many 
women have died because they were de­
nied decent medical care. We will not re­
turn to forced pregnancies! We will not 
return to ruined lives! We will not return 
to the back-alley butcher! We will not re­
turn to the coat hanger! NEVER AGAIN! 
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University Alumni To Honor Local Attorneys 
by Ilene Fleischmann 
Law Alumni Director 
Four outstanding Buffalo attorneys will 
be honored by alumni of the University 
at Buffalo School of Law on Friday, May 
19, 1989 when the UB Law Alumni Associ­
ation holds its 27th Annual Meeting and 
Dinner. 
Hon. John T. Callahan 
The event will be held at the Buffalo 
Waterfront Hilton at 5:30 P.M., to be fol­
lowed by cocktails at 6:00 P.M. and dinner 
at 7:00 P.M. It is the Association's major 
fund-raising project. 
Joseph G. Makowski, president of the 
Law Alumni Association, will present 
1989 Distinguished Alumni Awards to 
Hon. John J. Callahan, who will be cited 
"for his conscientious performance in the 
judiciary." David G. Jay will be honored 
"for enhancing the image of the private. 
practitioner." State Senator Dale M. Vol­
ker will receive his award "for his leader­
ship and commitment to public _service," 
and Sue S. Gardner "for her many con­
tributions to the betterment of our com­
munity." 
Justice Callahan is presently senior as­
sociate Justice of the Supreme Court, Ap­
pellate Division, Fourth Department. A 
1951 graduate of St. Bonaventure Univer­
sity and a 1954 graduate o_f UB Law, he 
was a trial lawyer for 20 years and a Con­
fidential Clerk to Hon. Ann T. Mikol I before 
he was elected a Supreme Court Justice 
for the Eighth Judicial District in 1975. In 
1978, Gov. Carey appointed him an as­
sociate Justice of the Supreme Court, Ap-
pellate Division, Fourth Department. This 
year, he was reelected a Supreme Court 
Justice and reappointed by Gov. Cuomo. 
Justice Callahan was a founding member 
of the Executive Committee of the Buffalo 
Naval and Servicemen's Park and was 
chairman of the Children's Court Commit­
tee and Family Law Committee of the Erie 
County Bar Association, among numer­
ous other activities. 
Jay, a private practitioner, has been a 
champion of civil liberties in Buffalo over 
the past two decades. A 1964 graduate of 
the University at Buffalo and a 1966 
graduate of UB Law School, he is cur­
rently a director of the New York Civil 
Liberties Union and the Erie County Bar 
Association Volunteer Lawyers Project. 
State Senator Volker (59th District) 
graduated from Canisius College in 1963. 
He worked as a police officer in the Village 
of Depew while attending UB Law, from 
which he graduated in 1966. He was 
elected to the Assembly in 1972, then won 
a special election to the State Senate three 
years later. Currently Chairman of the 
Standing Committee on Codes, he is also 
a member of various senate task forces 
on volunteer emergency services, asbes­
tos and drunk driving. 
David G. Jay 
Mrs. Gardner is a partner in the law firm 
of Kavinoky & Cook. A 1952 graduate of 
Smith College and a 1976 graduate of UB 
Law, she was chairperson of the Amer­
ican Red Cross, Buffalo Chapter from 1984 
to '86. She is presently on the Board of 
UB Recyclers Reach Milestone 
The UB Recyclers, SUNY Buffalo's 
paper recycling program, is pleased to an­
nounce that it has passed an important 
milestone, having recently recycled its 
100th ton of paper. This is equivalent to 
saving 1,700 trees. 
"Paper recycling has numerous en­
vironmental benefits," said Mike Man­
cuso, one of three student coordinators 
for the program. "Besides saving trees, 
paper recycling saves energy and water 
and reduces air and water pollution when 
compared to making paper from virgin 
wood pulp." 
"As solid waste disposal becomes 
more of a problem across New York State, 
recycling presents a viable alternative, " 
noted Glynnis Collins, another UB Recyc­
lers coordinator. "Landfills present a 
threat to ground water and are in short 
supply; and incineration can produce air 
pollution and toxic ash ." 
The UB Recyclers was founded in Feb­
ruary of 1988. It is a student-run operation 
which is supported by SUNY Buffalo's Of­
fice of Physical Facilities and maintenance 
departments. Students participate as vol­
unteers, interns and through work study. 
Over 50 students have been involved. 
Paper is collected in 20 buildings on 
both UB's North and South Campuses. 
The paper is sorted into various grades -
including computer paper and white and 
colored office ledger - and then sold to 
a local recycling company. Typically, 2-4 
tons of paper are collected, processed and 
recycled each week. 
Student coordinator Scott Sackett 
points out that, " paper recycling is a satis­
fying activity because it's tangible, hands­
on and you can really see what you're 
accomplishing." But the UB Recyclers try 
to do more than just recycle campus 
waste paper. 
"We'd like to expand the recycling 
program and eliminate waste in the first 
place," said Sackett. "We also feel a need 
to speak to the larger environmental is­
sues; conservation is a way of life." 
For more information, call Walter 
Simpson, SUNY Buffalo's Energy Officer, 
at 636-3636. 
Managers of the Erie County Historical 
Society, a director of the Red Cross, a 
member of The Women's Group, the 
Women's Financial Planning Committee 
Foundation for Jewish Philanthropies, 
and the National Executive Council Amer­
ican Jewish Committee. 
Michael Swart and Jean Powers are co­
chairs of the event. Serving on their com­
mittee are Arthur A. Russ, Jr., Sharyn 
Rodgers, and Thomas Ward. 
Reunion classes are 1929, 1934, 1939, 
1944, 1949, 1954, 1959, 1964, 1969, 1974, 
1979, 1984. Special seating will be ar­
ranged and class pictures will be taken. 
Dale M. Volcker 
Sponsors for the dinner include: Man­
ufacturers and Traders Trust Company, 
Ticor Title Guarantee Co., R. L. Sonnen-
berger Land Surveyor, Barrister Informa­
tion Systems Corporation, Frank R. Papa 
National Fire Adjustment Company and 
the accounting firm of Lathan, Lumsden, 
McCormick & Co. 
Sue S. Gardner 
All graduates and friends of UB Law 
School are invited to attend. The cost is 
$40 per person. Proceeds will benefit the 
work of the Alumni Association. Please 
make your check payable to the UB Law 
Alumni Association and mail it to Arthur 
A. Russ, Jr., 2100 Empire Tower, Buffalo, 
NY 14202. 
A limited number of scholarships are 
available for law students, compliments 
of local firms. If you wish to attend, please 
sign up with Pat Warrington in the alumi 
office, Room 320. 
The Opinion Says Goodbye 
To Graduating Editors 
The staff writers and board members 
of The Opinion would like to wish good 
luck to two graduating members of the 
editorial board. Editor-in-Chief Daniel 
lbarrondo Cruz and News Editor Alexei 
Schacht will be graduating in May. 
Dan has been an inspiration to all in­
volved with The Opinion over the past 
three years. He joined The Opinion in his 
Alexei, the master of quick wit, has 
done an excellent job as our News Editor. 
The high quality of his articles has been 
a positive reflection on the school and he 
has set a high journalistic standard which 
the rest of us hope to achieve. 
The Opinion would also like to intro­
duce its editorial board for the 1989-90 
school year. Donna Crumlish will be serv­
ing as Editor-in-Chief, Andrew Culbertson 
The Opinion Editors and Staff 
first year of law school and wrote regu­
larly. Dan became Features Editor in his 
second year and started the popular Res 
lpsa Loquitor column. As Editor-In-Chief 
in his third year, Dan has been a fearless 
leader. He was successful in upgrading 
the quality of The Opinion and distribut­
ing it on a national level. As a result, law 
schools across the country are more 
familiar with our law school and some 
law school newspapers have reprinted 
stories on UB Law in their own papers. 
will serve as Managing Editor, Maria Riv­
era will continue to serve in the highly 
stressful position of Business Manager, 
Jeff Markello also retains his position as 
Photography Editor, and first year stu­
dents Michael Gurwitz and Bruce Brown 
join the Board as Features Editor and 
News Editor, respectively. 
The Opinion would like to thank 
everyone who has contributed to the 
newspaper throughout the year and of­
fers best wishes to the Class of 1989. 
UB Law Professors To Create Radio Series on Legal Issues 
In honor of the 100th commencement 
of the University at Buffalo School of Law, 
UB law professors have created a special 
radio series that will be aired throughout 
the month of May on WBFO-88.7 FM. 
WBFO is the public radio station of the 
University at Bufflao. 
Topics will focus on legal issues in the 
news. The series will air on Tuesday and 
Thursday mornings at 7:35 A.M. during 
the regularly scheduled "Morning Edi­
tion" show and-again at 12:30 P.M. during 
"Fresh Air." 
The schedule for the law series is: 
May 2: "State Secrets in Criminal 
Trials," presented by George Kannar 
May 4: "The Future of Roe v. Wade," 
presented by Isabel Marcus 
May 9: "Community Participation in 
Economic Development," presented 
by Peter Pitegoff 
May 11: "The Debate Over Capital 
Gains," presented by Victor Thuronyi 
May 16: "Soviet Law in the Age of 
Perestroika," presented by Marjorie 
Girth 
May 18: "Litigating for DES Victims," 
presented by Lucinda Finley 
May 23: "Implications for Free Trade 
in the Buffalo Area," presented by 
Thomas Headrick 
May 25: "Cleaning Up the Buffalo 
River and the Great Lakes," pre­
sented by Barry Boyer 
May 30: "Juvenile Responsibility and 
the Schism Within the ACLU," pre­
sented by Alan Freeman 
June 1: "Euthanasia and Medical 
Ethics," presented by Lee Albert 
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Feminization of Poverty Subject of Lecture 
"Impediments To The Status Of 
Women" was the final topic of discussion 
in a series of Brown Bag Lunches held · 
throughout the year, hosted by the As­
sociation of Women Law Students. Ms. 
Shirley T. Joseph, Executive Director of 
the Erie County Commission on the 
Status of Women, was a member of Erie 
County's Task Force of the Status of 
Women when it was appointed by County 
Executive Edward Rutkowski in 1985. 
hy Alice Patterson 
Staff H-'riter 
At all economic levels throughout Erie · 
County, a lack of sensitivity to women's 
concerns causes unnecessary hardship 
and increases the difficulty for an indi­
vidual woman who is trying to function 
to the best of her ability. The lower a 
woman's income, the greater are the 
hardships with which she must cope. Un­
derstanding the "feminization of poverty" 
is essential. Data collected from the 1980 
census reveals that there were 42,884 
families in Erie County headed by females 
with no husband present. This represents 
16.2 percent of all households in the 
county. Sixty-one percent of these 
female-headed households have incomes 
below the poverty level. The proportion 
of female-headed households living in 
poverty is higher in Erie County than it is 
in New York State as a whole. Nearly six 
out of every ten households living in or 
near poverty in Erie County are headed 
by females. 
The incidence of poverty is particulary 
high among minority households. Se­
venty-five percent of the 9,916 black 
families with incomes below the poverty 
threshold are headed by women, as were 
sixty-one and a half percent of all 
Spanish-origin families. Seen at the na­
tional level, 38% of all female-headed 
households are living in poverty, how­
ever, the poverty levels among black and 
Spanish-origin female headed house­
holds are 62.2% and 68.8% respectively. 
Women of one-family households are 
impeded by the welfare trap. Women are 
trapped by a combination of disincentives 
that make it extremely difficult for them 
to move from the welfare rolls to employ­
ment opportunities. An increasing pro­
portion of available positions either pay 
low wages or are part-time. Conse­
quently, the availablity of employer-paid 
medical benefits to workers, especially 
those dominated by women in the cleri­
cal, sales, and service postions are de­
creasing. Women cannot afford to take 
low-paid positions if they will lose the 
medical benefits public assistance pro­
vides. 
Accessible, affordable, quality child 
care is yet another impediment that 
wornen face. Very few female-headed 
households receive any subsidation for 
child care. Women are either unable to 
pay for child care or are unwilling to place 
Law Students Invited To Gender Bias Seminar 
The Women's Bar Association of the 
State of New York, Western New York 
Chapter, will sponsor a seminar, "Gender 
Bias: Courting Injustice," on Thursday, 
April 27, 1989, at 5:30 p.m. at the Buffalo 
Convention Center, announced Chapter 
President Ann E. Evanko, Esq. 
Co-sponsors of the event are the Com­
mittee to Implement the Recommenda­
tions of the New York Task Force Report 
on Women in the Courts and the Erie 
County Bar Association's Committee on 
Women in the Courts. 
The program will include opening re­
marks by the Honorable M. Dolores Den­
man, Associate Justice, Appellate Divi­
sion, Fourth Department, New York State 
Supreme Court, who will discuss gender 
bias in the courts. 
Attorney Grace Marie Ange, Chair of the 
Erie County Bar Association's Committee 
on Women in 'the Courts, will review the 
committee's progress. 
The evening will conclude with a vid­
eotape and panel discussion focusing on 
incidents of gender bias in the judicial sys-
UMOJA Debuts At Cornell Theatre 
by Daniel lbarrondo Cruz 
It was dancing, monologues, skits, sing­
ing, music and fashion. It was laughter, 
sadness, joy, contemplation and thought 
provoking. Umoja: Unity Through Self 
Expression was clearly a fine entertain­
ment show directed and performed by 
law students. Umoja was performed for 
the first time at the Katherine Cornell 
Theatre at UB before a crowd of more 
than 200 people. 
The evening event, held on March 10th, 
was filled with more than three hours of 
entertainment. The show began with a 
song solo by Delise Brown who sang "The 
Greatest Love of All" recorded by singer 
Whitney Houston. The crowd was truly 
impressed by Ms. Brown's heartwarming 
rendition. 
It was a whirlwind tour through Afro/ 
Caribbean sounds. The various musical 
notes were abundant throughout the 
walls of the Katherine Cornell Theatre as 
the crowd was smoothed by the the jazzy 
tunes of the Buffalo Black Musicians Club 
and taken to the heights of the Caribbean 
islands by the steel drum contemporary 
American renditions performed by musi­
cian Doreen Thomas. 
Also included as part of the three hour 
evening's entertainment package was a 
fashion show choreographed by Jennifer 
Prescod and moderated by Coleen 
Johnson, poetry readings by Ayanna 
Brown and a monologue by Aldrick 
Freeman telling of the experiences of a 
black lawyer demonstrating for civil 
rights . 
The musical performances included up­
lifting Gospel tunes by Linda Croft. The 
highlight, however, of the musical tour 
was provided by the dancers and drum­
mers of the African American Cultural 
Center. In what seemed to be a historical 
trek backwards towards the origins of 
Afro-American music and its influence on 
American culture and society, the African 
drum sounds and dance movements al­
lowed us to appreciate the essence of 
Umoja's theme. These dancers and drum­
mers, under the directrion of Ronnie 
Latham, sent musical notes through the 
vein of all the attendees. 
The feature performance of the evening 
was that of Umoja, the dance troupe com­
posed of law students Onnie Barnes, Be­
verly Bretton, Mushiya Kabemba, Jen­
nifer Prescod, Yvette Robertson and 
Tuwanda Rush . Paul Williams also as­
sisted the dance troupe. Umoja, the dance 
troupe, performed a dance entitled 
"Funga" with the African American Cul­
tural Center Dancers & Drummers. They 
clearly deserved the applause and stand­
ing ovation they received. 
The crowd was also pleased with the 
joyful skits bringing memories of the 
struggles of black leaders and movers 
such as Malcolm X, Martin Luther King 
and Rosa Parks, among others. The skits 
were performed by children of the Futures 
Academy, who ended their performance 
with a song rendition entitled "We Are 
All Like A Rainbow," and the children of 
St. Augustine's African Child & Family In­
stitute. 
Umoja, hosted by Jill Lawrence and 
Stacey Glover and imagined and put to­
gether by Valda Ricks, was an evening of 
entertainment and food for thought. 
Anyone from The Class of 1990 Interested In 
Working on The Commencement Committee? 
Duties Entail: 
- Searching for a Commencement Speaker OVER SUMMER 
- Organizing Awards and Speaker Searches 
- Senior Week Organization 
If you're interested please contact Chris Reo (Box #203) 
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tern, including treatment of pregnant at­
torneys, battered wives, and adolescent 
women in prostitution cases. Members of 
the panel include: 
Honorable Jacqueline M. Koshian, 
Justice, New York Supreme Court, 
Niagara County 
Honorable Barbara Howe, 
Judge, Buffalo City Court 
Honorable Timothy Drury, 
Judge, Erie County Court 
Yvonne Wertlieb, Esq., 
Assistant District Attorney, Erie County 
Paul A. Vance, Esq., 
an attorney specializing in matrimonial 
law with the law firm of Fiorella and 
Vance. 
Linda J. Marsh, Esq., 
an attorney specializing in litigation 
with the law firm of Smith, Murphy, 
and Schopperle 
Admission to the event is free and law 
students are encouraged to attend. 
For Further Information Contact: 
Judith Olin, 847-0650, or Barbara Scheifl­
ing, 856-5500. 
Meatout . . . . from page 4 
This year's Meatout organizers consi­
dered the event a success, and hope to 
continue with bigger and better Meatouts 
in the years to come. While the ultimate 
goal of the Meatout is to produce a nation 
where vegetarians are the majority, and 
carnivores the weird minority, the short­
term goal is to educate the public about 
the benefits of a meatless diet, and the 
tremendous cruelty of modern factory 
farming of chickens, cows, pigs, turkeys, 
and sheep. Ironically, all of these animals 
are vegetarian . 
their children in unlicensed, unreliable, 
and regulated caretakers' homes. 
One of the most prominent develop­
ments that marked the U.S. eeconomy in 
the 1970's and 1980's has been the 
change in the role of women working out­
side the home. Women accounted for 
62% of the labor force growth from 1975 
to 1984. Nonetheless, women's earnings 
did not approach parity with men's. In 
1987, women working full-time earned 
only 72 cents for every dollar men earned, 
working in similar occupations. Nearly 
two-thirds of all women in the civilian 
labor force have incomes below $15,000. 
Judge . . . . . . . from page 3 
Although Judge Gallet drew attention 
to the problems encountered by learning 
disabled people, for one U.B. law student, 
Judge Gallet did not say anything new. 
Dan Boeck, a third year student with dys­
graphia, said that it is always difficult to 
feel overjoyed after someone has "let out 
the dirty laundry." Boeck wanted Judge 
Gallet to speak more about the steps a 
learning disabled person should take in 
making a foray into the legal world in­
stead of emphasizing the self esteem 
problems. 
As Boeck pointed out, Judge Gallet was 
in an unusual position: he was an attor­
ney before he was diagnosed and thus 
had already entered the legal profession. 
He was also lucky to have met some very 
sympathetic lawyers who were receptive 
to working with him. In searching for em­
ployment, Boeck has not always found 
the same receptivity. Thus Boeck felt the 
lecture was something of a disappoint­
ment because he had hoped to hear how 
learning disabled students ~an enter the 
legal profession without feeling intimi­
dated or uncomfortable. 
In response to a final question, Judge 
Gallet spoke passionately of the juvenile 
court system's inability to deal with chil­
dren who have learning disabilities. As 
the judge pointed out, over 90% of the 
children convicted in his courtroom read 
two years below grade level, and 35% of 
juvenile delinquents have undiagnosed 
learning disabilities (as opposed to 10% 
in the population at large). Judge Gallet 
considered it "shortsighted" to continue 
to fund prison construction when the real 
problem is the inability of the educational 
system to properly diagnose and instruct 
learning disabled students. 
As Judge Gallet made clear, increased 
sensitivity on the part of individuals is the 
key to a better understanding of the prob­
lems of the learning disabled. The next 
step is for society as a whole. Institutions 
must be reshaped in order to make them 
more sensitive to the needs of learning 
disabled people. 
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JSLA Hosts Israel-Palestinian Conference 
ution has to be found in concert with theAmidst growing concern for problems 
neighboring Arab nations; to say Israelplaguing the Middle East, the Jewish Law 
has a problem with just the PalestiniansStudents Association hosted a panel dis­
is not fair; the problem did not start incussion last Thursday mediated by Chan­
December of 1987." He believes that anel 2's (WGRZ) Richard Kellman. 
solution will take time, based on the fact The panel consisted of Harry Kosansky, 
that all nations in the area must be in­Executive Director of the Jewish Federa­
volved, but that peace will come. Rabbition of Greater Buffalo ; Rabbi Shay Mintz, 
Mintz pointed to the first step taken someDirector of the Hillel Foundation; and Pro­
ten years ago, when Israel gave back the fessor Russell Stone, Department of 
Sinai in an effort to promote peace, duringSociology, S.U.N.Y. Buffalo. The panel fo­
the Camp David Accord. cused on salient issues facing Israelis and 
Mintz commented on Arafat and thePalestinians in the occupied territories. 
PLO. "The latest PLO efforts did not go 
by Eric Katz far enough, and if there is a follow up to 
Staff Writer these pronouncements, everyone will feel 
much better. I need more concrete proof,
All three speakers tended to agree that than simply one speech on Arafat's part
the problems facing the nation of Israel before I can accept his changed heart. His 
are both complex and disturbing: Israel's previous actions demand more than one 
problems do not begin and end with the speech. There is a need for a greater
Palestinian question, making it a multi­ demonstration of sincerity." Many in the 
faceted dilemma with global ramifica­ audience could not understand this line 
tions for all involved. of thinking; however, when faced with the 
The format of the evening was an open­ facts that over the years the PLO have 
ing statement from each panel member, murdered thousands of innocent Israelis, 
- followed by questions by Mr. Kellman. this mode of thinking is not off kilt. Mintz 
After this initial orientation to the various concluded that "As long as there is 
aspects of the current predicament, the dialogue there is hope."
audience, which filled room 106, had its Professor Stone asserted that "there is 
turn to ask questions and comment on not going to be a resolution to the prob­
the speakers. All in attendance responded lem, but that there will be change. A turn­
in the affirmative when asked by Mr. ing point from the beginning of a problem 
Kellman if the evening was time well that started over twenty years ago." 
spent and educational. Stone, a recent visitor to the area for a 
The first to speak was Rabbi Mintz. book he is writing, commented that the 
Mintz, a native of the area in controversy, standard of living for Palestinians has im­
gave his views concerning both the emo­ proved under Israel. 
tional historical aspect of the problem as Stone said that Israel is dealing with its 
well as the current dilemma. He spoke problem uniquely. Stating that "Israel i~ 
about the difficulty of pointing to the choosing not to deal with the problem in 
Palestinians as Israel's problem. "Any sol- a lethal manner ... Terrorism is part of 
Bowling Team Stays In Contention 
(Second Hand Love Revisited) 
by Jeff Markello and Gary Hall There has been extensive experimenta­
tion with the team's order of play in anThis semester your UB Law School 
effort to maximize the psychological op­Bowling Team, better known as Second­
pression of opponents, and at the samehand Love, has continued its .eternal bat­
time minimize the likelihood of teamtle to dominate the College League that 
members "choking" under the incrediblemeets at Sheridan Lanes every Thursday 
pressure (sort of a mental Heimlich man­night. The five person team of Peter Far­
euver). Individual members have beenrell, Gary Hall, Jeff Markello, Shawn Mon­
adjusting such variables as fingernailfredo, and newly acquired Joe "Mad 
length and shape, palm dryness, shoelace Dog" Militi is fighting to regain the #1 
tightness, and beer consumption in an ef­position that it held last semester. Toast 
fort to develop for themselves the elusiveMarkello has improved his average to a 
combination of mental concentration and 135 to give the team greater depth this 
fluid physical grace that will bring consis­semester. Mono Monfredo and Mad Dog 
both hold down averages of 138, while tent scores in the triple digit range. 
Arsenio Hall maintain;, a solid 140 aver­ Some may call this obsessive quest for 
age and captain Townsend leads the pack perfection too extreme for a game played
with a 151. As many as 4 of the team in polyester, but in a league that is often 
members bowl each week and they are secretly used as a practice ground for the 
proud to boast of the league high game Pro Bowlers Tour, Secondhand Love has 
of 810 pins between just 4 bowlers. had some truly remarkable results. No 
While the team soared to a three-way less than three times this semester the 
tie for first place in last semester's com­ team has managed to lose games by one 
petition, this semester has been more of point (ONE *%$!@ POINT!!!), and has 
a rebuilding period. The aforementioned battled to the lofty record of 16 wins and 
statistics are impressive enough, but they 16 losses. With two full weeks to go these 
do not nearly substitute for the euphoria one-armed bandits are poised to steal thP. 
associated with a season-long dominance lead from any weak and unsuspecti1 
of one's fellow competitors. As already team that thinks it can coast for the rt 
noted, Secondhand Love has had a radi­ of the season. 
cal change in its roster from last semester. 
Our UB ten-pin heroes had to approach It is a little too early to celebrate victory 
the game from a whole new angle when without appearing tacky. Rest assured 
they lost the left-handed Chris "Noonan" however, that these five icons of UB athle­
Reo, and gained the southpaw Joe "Mad tic prowess, armed with nothing more 
Dog" Militi. This change, while potentially than silly shoes, 16 pounds of urethane 
catastrophic, allowed the team to tinker around a hard rubber core, and iron­
with many of the thousands of technical willed determination, will be making a 
and strategic nuances that make up the blood-curdling banzai charge on bowling 
gut-twisting game of bowling. greatness in the next few weeks. 
Captain Townsend, Mono Monfredo, Mad Dog Militi. Arsenio Hall; Seated: Toast 
· Markello. 
the price Israel has to pay, the Intifada is 
coming from a large population, but 
muted enough so that anti-terrorist ac­
tions don't seem justified. That's why the 
problem is unique and serious." The last 
election in Israel ended in a party split 
and a weakening of all political pprties. 
54% ofthe Israelis believe that the country 
should negotiate with the Palestinians. 
However, only 35% believed that these 
negotitions should encompass the PLO. 
Kosansky has no trouble in accepting 
the existence of a politically active group, 
simply because "reality demands it." 
Kosansky confirmed Stone's assessment 
of the method in which Israel has chosen 
to deal with the situation. "There are no 
moral dilemmas, the question is rules of 
the game. Israel is playing outside the 
rules of the world, because they are play­
ing fairly. The actions of a few are wrong 
and must be corrected. If Israel was play­
ing by the rules of the world, there would 
be no Intifada." 
The remainder of the evening was 
spent on questions by the audience and 
clarification on the points the speakers 
made. The evening served to orientate the 
law school community to the current situ­
ation and foster communication with vari­
ous groups within our own community. 
Even though we are thousands of miles 
away, our colloquy can breed ideas and 
therefore the potential for change. 
The Jewish Law Student Association 
concluded its 1989 speaker series, Mon­
day with Soviet Refusnik Yaakov 
Shaposhnikov. 
by Gary Hall 
One of the major benefits to making the 
Moot Court Board in the fall is undoubted­
ly the opportunity to participate in one of 
the subject-specific Moot Court competi­
tions hosted by law schools across the 
country in the Spring. SUNY at Buffalo 
attended many of these and made a fine 
showing of itself. 
While they may not be as eagerly anti­
cipated as the "away" competitions, the 
competitions hosted here at UB are as 
important, if not more so, to the Board's 
reputation. UB hosted two such competi­
tions this semester. 
The Albert R. Mugel Tax Competition 
was held March 1-4, and presented a fine 
field of competitors. This competition is 
run annually and exclusively by the UB 
Board. This year's problem centered 
around the tax status of jojoba plants. The 
competition was intense and the final 
round performances, by a team from the 
University of Cincinnati and UB's Shawn 
Griffin and Judee Smolarek, were stellar. 
The Cincinnati team won the overall com­
petition and Shawn Griffin won the best 
oralist award. 
SUNY at Buffalo also hosted a regional 
Desmond Moot Court Board 
Host To Spring Conference 
1st Row: Treasurer Jeff Marke/lo, Asst. Director Leah Ranke, Director Gary Hall; 2nd Row: Competitions 
Director Niki Moumou/idis, Secretary Cristina Beringer. 
Congratulations to the new Moot Court Executive Board and those 
elected to the Order of Barristers! They are: 
Order of Barristers 
Tricia Babajane, Robert Boreanaz, Siu Lin Chan, 
Suzanne Garvey, Timothy Greenan, Maryjo Raczka, 
Joseph Rizzo, Judee Smolarek 
Executive Board 
Gary Hall: Director 
Leah Ranke: Asst. Director 
Niki Moumoulidis: Comp. Director 
Cristina Beringer: Secretary 
Jeffrey Markel lo: Treasurer 
Good luck to all from the outgoing Executive Board: 
Timothy Greenan, Director; Maryjo Raczka, Asst. Director; 
Robert Boreanaz, Comp. Director; Suzanne Garvey, Secretary; 
and Joseph Rizzo, Treasurer. 
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run off for the National Appellate Advo­
cacy Competition on March 17-18, 1989. 
This competition is sponsored by the 
American Bar Association, and the reg­
ionals determine who gets to go to the 
finals in July (in Washington, DC this 
year) . 
While the field of competitors in this 
year's NAAC was smaller than that of the 
Mugel, the level of oral advocacy skill 
exhibited was just as high. This year was 
the last year that these regionals would 
be without a brief requirement, bringing 
this competition in line with most, if not 
all, of the other competitions held in the 
Spring. While the Mugel is organized and 
run by the Assistant Director of the Moot 
Court Board, using any and all second and 
third year members who have time to 
help, the NAAC is left exclusively to sec­
ond year board members. This allows 
those who are involved to get a little prac­
tice for running the in house Desmond 
competition in the Fall while the third year 
board members are still around to give 
advice. This year, Albany Law School 
triumphed over Touro Law School in the 
NAAC final round. 
IN THE NORTHEAST UNITED STATES 
MORE LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES 
THAN TAKE ALL OTHER 
BAR REVIEW COURSES 
COMBINED. 
' ·The Nation's Largest And 
Most Successful Bar Review. 
~-:yrf,f1.fj 160 Commonw<'allh Ave., Boston, Ma. 021 Hi ((il7J t :17-1171 
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